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INTRODUCTION

During this season, monitoring was carried out from June to October at the bridges of P6

and Nangodi. Furthernore, drift s"mples were taken during the nyctherneral cycle at three
sites and drift sampling rilas carried out for 48 hours at Nangodi.

In view of the fact that I was leaving for training in October 1983, to prePare for uy
third-cycle doctoraten the need to determine the organisns as thoroughly as possible 1ed me to
draw up a taxonomic catalogue which however is stil1 not finished beeause the sorting of the
invertebrates is taking a long time.

I.Ihile hoping to subuit an exhaustive report before June 1984, I can therefore only give a
brief description of the ecological situation on the Red Volta.

I. BRIEF ACCOI]NT OF SEASONAI. DEVELOPMENTS OF DRITT AI{D SURSER SAMPLES

Generally speaking, and in a lray that has been cornmonly seen in previous years, the drift
organisus and benthic taxa are scarce at the beginning of the $ea8on, becoue more important in
the middle of the season, and reach their peak at its end.

Whereas the Caenidae are only weakly represented at the P6 Bridge, they are abundant
throughout the season at Nangodi Bridge, where spraying is regularly carried out against
b1ackfly.

Anong Sirnuliidae two species, viz, Sinuliun adersi and S. griseicoll,e, are increasing
considerably, but s. damnosun is rarely Eun-atrpGg

In the other taxa, the variations are couparable with those found in previous years.

NYCTIIB,IERAL CYCLE DRIFT

These sampling operations covering 24 hours were carried out at three sites on the
Red Volta: Sakoiose, P6 and Nangodi. Depending on the lrater level, the length of the
catching period varied from three minutes to t!'Io hourg. Bottou samples were also taken with
a Surber sampler to supplement the drift samples rrhenever it was possible.

On the whole, the day-time drift is much less abundant than the night-tine drift, which
begins about an hour-and-a-haLf after sunset.
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III. FORTY.EIGHT-HOIIR DRIFT SAMPLING AT NANGODI

Quite by chance, during uy mission of 30 August 1983 I was informed that it was proposed
possibly to apply Abate on 31 August, which gave me an opportunity of taking drift samples
wi,th a net in accardance with the rules laid dowo in the last report of the hydrobiologists I

meeting. Identification of the saqles is not yet finished, but it is possible here and now
to say that Abate causes an itrportant number of blackfly larvae to leave their substrates.
The toxic effect becooes weaker 24 hours after the wave of insecticide has passed. The
Caenidae, which are acknowledged to be very sensitive to Abate, nevertheless only show slight
variations in drift during the 48 hours. It should be enphasized that this family of
Ephemeroptera is more abundant than the other taxa at this site.

It is too early as yet to provide infornation on the other taxonomic groups, but they are
found in the drift material.

CONCLUSION

At the P6 Bridge chemicaL spraying against blackfly was again suspended during this
season. While the data have not yet been completely processed, a situation comparable to that
of previous years can be expected. Apparently, no Simuliuo damnosum larva was found in the rr1samples. s. adersi and s. griseico.lle on the other-'iilffif,ltl@ bulk of the samples -'
col-1ected.

At the Nangodi site, Abate spraying has been regularly carried out during the wet season.
However, it nust be stregsed that the non-target. organlsms are oaintaining their presence
despite the toxic action of the larvicide.
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